SMART-AIR
Any Product...
Any Truck...
Anywhere...Every time

SI-LODEC (NZ) LTD
New Zealand’s premier on board electronic weigh specialists, with over twenty years experience in the NZ
industry releases the only accurate weigh system that measures both air and front axle deflection giving you
reliable on the go weighing. No matter where you are.
Using the worlds latest technology only

on call service when you need.

SILODEC has been able to accurately measure

SILODEC has a full range of accessories

the more common suspension combinations of

available, from hand held remote displays , the

todays modern trucking fleet. By being able to

ability to attach printers and connect into most

attach a specialist air pressure transducer into

GPS Fleet management units available in todays

the trucks airbag suspension combined with

hi-tech market.

loadcells on the front axles SILODEC Smart Air
is able to not only give an overall loaded total
but allows the driver to see individual axle group
weights, giving you the knowledge of where the
load is positioned on the truck and the ability to
greater reduce the chances of over load fines
and stress related damage to the vehicle whilst
maximizing your load each and every time you
load.
Only SILODEC Smart Air offers the ease of
operation of a meter that requires a simple two
step calibration and the ability to diagnose the
system components directly from the meter, but
thats not where it ends SILODEC is dedicated
to customer support and back up offering you

Delivering excellence thru innovation

YOU KNOW THE NAME
So now its time to hear about why you
should choose us.....over them
SILODEC started over twenty years ago
and since it’s conception in New Zealand
we have remained at the forefront of
innovative electronic weigh technology,
giving us the unenviable title of the
countries Premier On-Board Electronic
Weigh Specialists. Since that day we

Full Parts
Warranty

have been dedicated to sourcing and
manufacturing product to meet our
customers requirements and design,
enabling us to offer you the countries
best systems with unparalleled
knowledge and support.

But we don’t stop there
Talk to us about all your requirements,
because you will be surprised at what we
can do and how easy we can make it
work for you. SILODEC is the only one to
boast a vast array of extra add-ons and
features as off the shelf solutions,
But wait there’s more.....
We are almost always able to tailor a
specific requirement just to your needs,
from printers, remote displays and hand
held units to being able to interface with
most of the available GPS and Fleet
Management Systems in todays modern
transport fleets...heck if you want you can
have it all, with SILODEC your not limited

Unparalleled after sale support
We remain committed to you before and after
your purchase. Thats what makes us New
Zealand’s leader in electronic on board weighing.
Once your unit has been installed either by
yourself or one of our factory trained staff we will
calibrate the scale specifically for your
requirements and train your operators in its use
and functions. But thats not where it ends once
this training is complete additional support is
available from us 24-hours a day 7 days a week.

At a glance
Industry leading scale supplier/manufacturer for over twenty
years
Proven reputation for superior accuracy and product reliability
Manufactured under strict international standards ISO 9000
Unsurpassed after sales support with a full parts warranty

to just a single option.
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CONTACT US
150 View Road
Rotorua
New Zealand
Ph +64 7 349 4700
fax +64 7 349 4800
Mail sales@silodec.co.nz
www.silodec.co.nz

